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 New in box and brand new. Dimensions: 5. Removable memory card installed. Sega Dreamcast and Sega Saturn video game
consoles. Also available for Sega Saturn. Sega Dreamcast model NEW with original box ; top-rated Plus. New in box ; new ;
shippped same or next day; made-to-order; perfect for gift. Dimensions: 5. Seamless inner foam and rubber coating protect

console from scratching or scuffing. Removable memory card installed. New in box and brand new. Dimensions: 5. Top-rated
Plus. New in box and new ; seamed; standard. New in box and brand new. Based on the trust built in time, our seller is always

active in showing and delivering his best in shop. As an ongoing service to our customers, we provide excellent customer
services. Our store collects the best and the biggest range of products to ensure that every customer has the best shopping
experience. Our customers include both new and old customers. Our high-end products and service, secure payment, fast

shipping, and authentic warranty make us one of the best toy stores on Amazon. Experience our fast and free returns with a risk-
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free purchase and one-month money back guarantee. And finally we are happy to have you as a part of our family. We strive for
100% customer satisfaction and have built a community of trust between our customer and us. Our team of super-talented and
dedicated customer service representatives is committed to ensure every customer's dream gift is shipped and delivered with

care. As a warehouse distributor, we have excellent systems and process to ensure quick shipments. We have facilities in three
different locations to reduce lead times and achieve optimal order and delivery dates. Shipment is tracked and monitored

throughout the process. We are supported by one of the leading e-commerce service providers in the industry. We are fully
insured and certified with the International Organization for Standardization. New in box and brand new. Based on the trust
built in time, our seller is always active in showing and delivering his best in shop. Our customers include both new and old

customers. Our high-end products and service, secure payment, fast shipping, and authentic warranty make us one of the best
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